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Chaptr

THE PROGRAM

This program is one component of an umbrella program designed to

meet the needs of approximately 25,000 Title I-eligible pupils attending

non-public schools.

Approximately 10,000 pupils will be served by this component. It 1.5

designed to provide corrective mathematics instruction to pupils attending

non-public schools. The major objectives are to improve the mathematical

competency of these eligible pupils in computation, concept development

and problem solving. instruction was given by teachers licensed by

the Board.of Education in rooms provided by the non-public schools. The

project funded salaries for teachers, supervisors and administrative

staff.- The cost of teaching materials, instructional supplies and equip-

ment, audio-visual aids, pupil workbooks and offset printing will be

included in the budget. The project staff included 'one coerdinator,

five field supervisors, 82 teaching positions, one senior clerk, two

,typists and one school secretary.

The pupils are eligible for participation in the program because they

met two criteria - residence in a target attendance area (specified by

the U.S. Office of Education) and a score below the cut-off point on a

standardized test. In terms of the teachers' workload, the daily program

of instruction for groups of 10 or less included class instruction time

(about 4 hours), conference time (about 1 hour), and the rest devoted to

lunch and class preparation. The classes meet a minimum of once a week

to a maximum of five times per week for elementary and secondary levels.

The period of instruction varied from about 40-60 minui-es per session.
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Ideally, children who need more teaching are seen a greater number of

times per week. The program has been in operation during the entire

school year although some schools did not start in September of 1975

or weie not finished with their pre-testing on time due to staff

reductions and changes which were initiated on the Board level.

In some schools the distr:..cts provide funding for the use of para-

professionals. The paraprofessionals varied in terms of educational

background, ethnic characteristics, place of residence, knowledge of

the school and children as well as years of experience. Their basic

duties were to assist with the preparation of materials, clerical tasks,

attendance records and grading, and one-to-one tutoring of selected

pupils.

The basic teaching methodology was a small group, materials oriented

approach. Students were provided with workbooks, ditto sheets, games,

puzzels, stories, computers (actually a math tutoring calculator), arts

and crafts materials and other materials with a mathematics focus.

Student participation and individuaiized.instruction were also empha-

sized. In some cases, the paxaprofessional assisted in the individual-

izing of instruction.

Teachers were encouraged to attend and participate in workshops,

conferences and other in-service training activities. Workshops were

usually organized around themes such as teaching probability, setting-up

parent workshopr or making and using your own game materials. When

teachers were not teaching in the non-public schools, they substituted

in public schools or participated in training programs or worked on

activities determined by the coordinator of the program; this was
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necessary due to the different schedules of non-public schools and the

contract requirements o'f. th .. program teachers.

The field supervisors were to be regular contact personnel with

desicnated teachers; they were to provide assistance and direction in

terms of program guidelines and teachers' needs. The teachers' needs

included special teachina problems, staff relationships in the non-public

schools (including relationships with the paraprofessionals), parent

contacts or other areas where models of performance or ideas could be

of assistance. Supervisors also served as liaison people between the

coordinator and the teacher as well as between the coordinator and the

non-public school staff.

The duties of the coordinator included implementing established

policy; overseeing and coordinating the field supervisors, organizing

and monitoring in-service training sessions, participating in special

problems that may arise in the field; serving as a liaison between the

Board of Education and the staff of the program, participating in the

hiring and termination of staff, providing input into material resource

needs, assist evaluations of the program, coordinating testing programs

and results and monitoring the Quality of teaching in the schools.

Many students who received the services of the program were regularly

involved in guidance. The assumption was that some students who are

having difficulties in cognitive skill performance may also be having

problems in their emotional adjustment; guidance cOuld be a positive

input for their learning. Sce students who evidenced a need for emotional

adjustment were as z. matter of program procedure referred for professional

:help froinical and Guidance" component of the nonpubl:c school programs.

6
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Chapter II

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The Corrective Mathematics Program in the non-public schools is

designed to augment the established mathematics classes. The goal is

to raise the mathematics achievement of the student. The program

objective was to enable pupils in the Corrective Mathematics Program to

achieve a statistically significant improvement in their mathematics

level. It was, therefore, the evaluation objective (#1) to determine

if, as a result of participation in the Corrective Mathematics Program,

there is a statistically signifidant improvement in the pupils mathema-

tics level. The subjects included all participants in the Corrective

Mathematics Program.

Methods-and Procedure - all subjects were to be administered, on a

pre/post basis, one of the following tests on the appropriate level: Boehm

Test in Basic Concepts; Metropolitan Achievement Test (Mathematics) grades

2 - 8; Stanford Test of Academic Skills (Mathematics) grades 9 - 12.

Data Analysis - data were analyzed separately for each grade in

accordance with the form of normative scores yielded by each test. The

analysis for each test was as follows:

Boehm Test - Raw Scores - data were analyzed in terms of the

number and percentage of pupils who achieved a criterion level raw score

'of 28 or better. Pupils are phased out of this level and placed in the

regular academic curriculum upon acquiring this level of mastery regard-

less of length of time in the program.

MAT (Mathematics) - grade equivalent,norml - data were submitted

to historical regression analysis to obtain predicted posttest results.
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The difference between real posttest (without treatment) grade equivalent

means will be tested for statistical significance at the .05 level with

the coz.Lelated t-test.

Stanford (TASK) - percentile norms - a correlated t-ratio was

applied to the difference between pre/posttest normal curve deviate means

converted frem percentile ranks to ascertain statistical significance at

the .05 level in a "Modified Real vs. the Anticipated Gain" design. In

addition, pre/posttest data in scaled form in order tO facilitate the data

analysis required for the Clinical Guidance component of the umbrella

program was made available.

Time Schedule - the pretest was to be administered between September

and October of 1975 and the posttest was to be administered between May

and June of 1976.

Evaluation Objective #2: To determine the extent to which the pro-

gram, as actually carried out, coincided with the program as described in

the project proposal. For this objective the evaluator must analyze the

degree ane.: types of discrepancies tha existed between the project proposal

and the actual implementation of the program specifics.

This objective was met by meeting with all supervisory personnel (in

groups and one-to-one), on-site visitations of teachers in the non-public

schools (10 schools were visited on a pre/pont basis and 10 schools

received an all day visitation) with classroom observations, discussions

in the schools with the administrators (usually the principals), talks

with pupils in the program, observations'of and participation in workshops

and conferences and talks with the paraprofessional (where they were

present). Schools for visitation were selected so as to give representa-,

tion of varying grade levels, years of teacher experience, religious

8
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denominational differences of the school, neighborhood composition, differ-

ent school districts and number of days of service that the school received.

The evaluator, in addition to the interviews cited above, studied

teachers' daily lesson plans, pupils' progress reports, pupils' folders,

mathematics materials present and used, condition and location of the

physical facilities and reaction of the paraprofessional to the teacher

as well as vice versa.

The evaluator did not start his field work until the end of December

and the beginning of January due to his late hiring (when the original

evaluator assigned to the program withdrew). This late start necessitated

a tight scheduling from January to June in order to meet all of the

specifics in the evaluation guidelines for the Corrective Mathematics

Program. The completion of all evaluator activities was made possible

by the full coop?ration provided by the Program Coordinator and

her staff of supervisors and office personnel. Their availability,

assistance and candor were invaluable.

9
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Chapter III

FINDINGS

Objective #1 - To determine if as a result of participation in the

Corrective Mathematics Program, there is a statistically significant

improvement in the pupils' mathematics level.

The major program objective noted above is judged to be highly

successful, as shown in the analysis on the Mailed Information Form

(MIR) presented in the Appendix. All grade levels revealed more improve-

ment.than expected by the predicted measure. The MIR for the historical

regression analysis reveals that although there were significant gains

for all grade levels, there were larger differences for those in the

program for the 8 month interval than for those in the prograM for the

4 month interval. (Those in the program for 8 months had greater gains

for all grade levels than those in the program for only 4 months.)

The data for the Boehm test was analyzed separately. (There was

no MIR form available to rhcord the data, see Appendix "Corrective

Mathematics in Non-Public School, function #09-69628 Boehm.Test Data for

Grade 1".) We note that the improvement in the Spatial.subtest was great

with about 60% more passing in the posttest than in the pretest. For

the Quantitative subtest about 70% more passed in the posttest than in

the pretest. For the Time subtest there was no difference between the

pre and posttest (0.00 vs. 0.00).

The positive findings of the pre-posttest are in keeping with the

evaluator's observations of an extremely well organized and well super-

vised program with high quality teaching. The availability and incor-

poration of mathematics materials by the teachers helped to create high

10
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levels of interest and motiviation on the part of the pupils. Careful

record keeping, proper testing procedures and follow-up reports to

parents were also factors in understanding the high level test results.

Teachers were always (with one exception) well prepared with lesson

plans that fit the structure and goals of the program. Students

especially enjoyed the manipulative materials in which they could

participate, games where they were called to the blackboard and role

playing activities (such as storekeeper or consumer)-

Paraorofessional Impact - In general, the table in the Appendix

, ("Paraprofessional Contact Analysis(Analysis of Covariance Analogue)"]

reveals virtually no positive impact of the paraprofessional for the

various grade levels; this is consistent with last year's evaluation

finding - "Paraprofessional did not have a statistically significant

effect on test scores."

The pedagogical methodology employed by the paraprofessionals

varied and, at times, was uncoordinated with the regular teachers' needs.

There was also a confusion on the part of some paraprofessionals as to what

their duties were; some knew and accepted their role as an.aid in the learn-

ing process, but others asserted themselves as teachers which caused them

to enter into cognitive skill domains beyond their level of expertise.

However, when the paraprofessionals were from the neighborhood and knew

the students, they helped to create an atmosphere of cooperation in the

classroom. In a few cases the paraprofessionals were even able to provide

orientation information to teachers who did not know about the community.

However, the present evaluation included the reactions of only 18 different

teachers and 10 paraprofessionals (it would have been 11, but one was absent

on the visitation day) so caution should be exercised in generalizations.

Objective #2 - To determine the extent to which the program, as

actually carried out, coincided with the program as described in the
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project proposal.

The above objective was evaluated in terms of a discrepancy

analysis. The evaluator paid particular attention to the mathematics

materials present in the classroom, how materials were displayed, the

teacher's use of mathematics materials, theemphases in teacher's

lessons compared to program guidelines, the teacher's relationship with

other teachers, teacher made lesson plans (daily, weekly and by pupil),

group size, teacher contact with parents, the teacher's relationships

to the school administrative staff, attendance records for pupils, rating

of paraprofessional activities,ore-service training and in=service train-

ing, the teacher's needs in terMs of equipment and supplies, the role of

the coordinator, the activities and rapport of the supervisors with the

coordinator and teachers and the conferences and workshops in the program.

The evaluator developed a rating for each program specific and employed

this rating scale on all visitations and Meetings. A rating of I was

excellent, 2 was fair to good and 3 was poor or below an acceptable degree

of fit with the program guidelines. This rating system enabled the

evaluator to judge the specific settings and teachers as well as to analyze

pioblematic areas of operation.

The discrepancy analysis revealed that the program specifics itemized

above are, by and large, in keeping with the guidelines of the program

proposal. Overall, the program specifics received a good to excellent

rating with the least degree ofi'discrepancy recorded for the keeping of

attendance records and having the:necessary supplies and equipment. The

greatest degree of discrepancy was recorded for conferences with parents

and communication with the school principal. The conference with parents

12
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received the lowest rating of all program specifics due to the fact that

some teachers were in schnolr receiving only one day of service. Also,

it should be noted that . in, any particular school

function-is-usually-no more tha zhers-r-however,--attempted

to involve parents, but were not as successful as they would like to have

been. One teacher told the evaluator that after her supervisor assisted

her with a parent workshop parent participation increased.

Conferences with students are problematic due to scheduling problems

within some schools. Communications between teachers and principals

ranged from excellent to very poor. Those who received'excellent -(1)

ratings knew the teacher's name,,goals and some specifics aboUt the

teacher's impact. Also, the highly rated situation was one where the

principal attempted to make the Corrective Mathematics Teacher part of

the communications in the school without violating the separateness of the

program. It should be noted that some principals were afraid to be

"overly friendly" due to what they perceived to be "the law." Principals

must be made more aware of what actions are permitted and what actions are

not permitted under the existing code. Only one principal was actually unac-

cepting to the program and the teacher (who was an excellent teacher oper-

ating under extremely difficult physical conditions); this principal

felt that non-public schools should receive the aid directly and not

via certain Board administered programs. This unaccepting reaction was the

exception and most principals were trying to cooperate in every way

possible to make the program an effective one.

The average number of years in the program Of'the teachers visited

was 3.9. The presentation (a mean rating of 1.1 for all teachers visited),

display (a mean rating of 1.2) and use of (a mean rating of 1.1) mathe-

1 3
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matics materials were excellent. Teachers tried to make the rooms visually

interesting and cognitively stimulating by employing the materials provided

to them and by improvising their own display items.

The emphases (such as problem solving, conceptualization and com-

putation) were excellently adhered to by th: tez rs (a mean rating of

1.1). Lessons were organized around the primuLA joals and objectives of

the proposal; teachers generally knew what the function of each lesson

was in terms of behavioral outcomes by the pupils.

All groups were under the maximum of 10 pupils except in one case

where a scheduling problems necessitated a group of 11-12 pupils. There

was virtually no discrepancy in terms of group size from the guidelines

even though scheduling difficulties were not uncommon.

The logging of daily (a mean rating of 1.3), pupil (1.3) and group

(1.4) lesson plans was also excellent and little evidence of discrepancy

could be noted. Teachers were generally diligent in recording the

content and methodology of their lessons. Some pupils who were signi-

ficantly below the class performance could have used more feedback on

their performance as manifested in the pupils' work folder; paraprofes-

sionals could be used in this regard.

The degree of teacher satisfaction with the field and coordinator

:-.upervision was excellent (1.2). Teachers indicated, almost without

exception, that the supervisory staff was well qualified, and that they

elicited concern for the teachers' needs. The supervisory staff was

readily available for special needs in addition to their regular visita-

tions in their districts. However, first year teachers did indicate a

greater need during their first months and a priority of visitation

1 4
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patterns may be useful to establish in this regard. The supervisory

staff was universally perceived as a group of dedicated professionals

who %ere "there to help and guide rather than the old idea of supervision

which was to threaten and unflexibly lay down rules." (This quote from

one of the teachers is a fai- -.ummary of many of the other teachers.) To

a large degree, the sur-. 1ff was responsible for the success

revealed in the testing C.1. , program.

The pre-service training was perceived py the teachers to be excel-

lent (1.2) as well as the in-service training (1.2). In some cases,

the pre-service training was somewhat inadequate due to the last minute

hiring of personnel as a result of changes in staffing allocations.

The program was suppo-sed to have 68 teachers, but ended up with 82 .--eachers;

many of the additional teachers had to be trained rather quickly in terms

of program guidelines. The in-service training was also rated as excellent,

but a few teachers expressed specific needs for sessions on materials

manipulation, recognition ef.L.D.'s (Learning Disabilities) and some

wanted less lecture style conferences and workshops; they wanted more
tr, T

focus on participatory style sessions. The training sessions where teachers

exchanged ideas and supervisors gave demonstrations with teacher participa-

tion were rated the highest by the teachers.

The paraprofessionals were rated (by the evaluator) at 1.4 out of .

a possible (low of) 3.0. However, the feelings of the teachers were

quite diversified. Some teachers felt that they were a great asset,

others felt that they were somewhat of a distraction (as they had to be

montioring their activities as well as the studentg). Generally, those

teachers who had paraprofessional assistance felt that they were functional

and those who did not have para assistance felt that they could function

1 5
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just as well without them. Most teachers (60% or 11 teachers out of 18)

felt that the paraprofessional should have knowledge of the community and

that they should be more clearly aware of their role obligations (to assist

the Board appointed teacher). There were a few incidents of apparent

conflict between paraprofessional and teachers as a result of the.lack of

clarity of the division of labor in the classroom.

This program is definitely meeting the guidelines specified :;.n the

proposal. some problematic tindings which should be

itemized. In most cases the problems noted below were distilled from

interview comments made by teachers. A number of these problems will be

used as a baSis for recommendations in the next chapter of this report.

Note that most of these program problems may be considered minor in nature

and are not meant to strongly detract from the overall judgement of a high

quality program.

Problems: * 1. some teachers (30% or about 5 teachers out of 18)
received pressure to accept stuck ts who_did not
qualify for-the program.

2. in a few schools,(15% or 3 teadihel out of 18)
paper supplies were inadequate (0 luding rolls for
the tutor computor)

3. Systems 80 did not become operable until late in the
year (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18, however,
only 4 schools visited had this tool)

4. some teachers (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18) felt
"isolated" from other teachers ih the school.

S. the teacher who is only providing service on a one
day basis does not feel enough rewardlfrom their
teaching. This teacher had special needs in the area
of communicmtion skills in order to reach the students
more quickly. (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18).

6. class noise during lessons was a distraction to some
students.

* a total of 20 different schools with 10 different teachers constituted
the sample

16
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7. skill level of some paranrofessionals (about 5 para-
professionals) was noticeably inadequate. Some (about 5)
did not know how to engage a student in their exercises
or how to follow-up with feed-back informatiOn that would
have aided the student's learning.

8, some (20% or about 4 teachers out of 18) material
displays were _poorly arranged. Some (40% or about /

teachers out of 18) displays were too small in print
size. Some displays were beyond the level of the
classes taught (10%). Students own work was not incor-
porated enough into the displays (60% or about 11 teachers
out of 18).

9. one group was oversize with a total of 12; these settings
inhibit the interaction designed into the program with
the limit of 10.

10. some classes (30% or about 5 teachers out of 18) did not
use the full period of time; students arrived at different
intervals and often broke the trend of thought by entering
late.

11. MAT test is quite language dependent and there are
Aa..O. skills developed in the classrooms which are not

hy this test such as consumer activities, money
egieummil skills and others.

12. sameatiaterials were not well understood by inner-city
childrendue to the discrepancy between their life exper-
i,e.nces and those of the children represented in various
nuater141s. (This discrepancy shouldl not be intercreted
t6 meld* that all "non-relevant" materials are to be elimina-
l'tAd). This was a factor in about 30% of the schools
.verved (or about 5 teachers out of 18).

13. pli*cipalls in various schools could be of more service to
t:e rcogram without violating the guidelines; some
p. JO/Pals (15% or about 3 prinuads out of 18) showed
rifJ or limited involvement in schedaling and other prOblems

tAey could have'expedited if they so desired. Some
principals (15% or about 3 out of 118) did not even make
4bermelves available to the evaluacor even though they were
t)i.vearnmOtice of his visit.

14. schedullilig problems were so severe in some schools (30%
or Ilbtz: 5 out of 18) that it took weeks to establish
contitty.

17
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15. some teachers (30% or about 5 teachers out of 18)
manifested a lack of knowledge concerning the transition
of one activity into another. At times the loss of
class attention took many minutes to regain; this is
especially important where the teacher is only meeting
the students once or twice each week.

16. some physical facilities (20% or about 4 out of 18)
provided by the schools were extremely poor. During
the winter, some rooms had no heat; during the warm
weather one school had the windows screwed closed (due
to the fear of vandalism). In another case the math room
was next to another room which had a very high noise
level; the students had difficulty in hearing the teacher.
Lighting was low level in another school.

17. some teachers (50% or about 9 teachers out of 18) did
not know how to involve the parents.

18. some teachers (20% or about
paraprofessionals (about 4)
moved from school to school
better service if they were

4 teachers out of 18) and
complained that they are
and that they could be of
not re-assigned each year.

19. some teachers (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18) were
reinforcing negative student behavior without being
aware that they were doing so.

20. some teachers (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18) did
not know how to handle the disruptive child and still
maintain control of the class.

21. not all teachers (60% or about 11 teachers out of 18)
directed enough attention to the teaching of a math
vocabulary.

22. some teachers (20% or about 4 teachers out of 18)
expressed the interest in obtaining more information
about the specific schools into which they were placed;
they wanted information on the history of the school,
neighborhood composition, achievement levels, etc.

23. some teachers (10% or about 2 teachers out of 18)
requested more imput into the ordering of materials
for the program.

18
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Recommendations from last year's eve.uation report

1. Recycle and expand the present program - this recommendation was

carried out.

2. Training and assistance in the effective use of the paraprofensional

nhould be provided for all teachers, .The_paraprofessionals should be assigned

to the corrective math teacher in the classroom at the beginning of the year.

The first sentence of this recommendation was not adequately carried-out

expressed earlier in this chapter. There are still division of labor problems

(somo of which are on the part of the paraprofessional and somewhat beyond the

ability of the Coordinator's control). In general, the second sentence of the

reocmmendation war.; carried-out.

3. The_parent program should be expanded to familiarize the Parents

with the methods and techniques of the program. Some attention was devoted

to this recommendation, but varied greatly as a function of the individual

supervisor. Some supervisorsessisted and attended the workshops that they

helped Lheir teachers to set-up, while other supervisors did not deveoto enough

timo to thin.

4. Communication between Title I teachers and the non:public school

teachers should be continued. This recommendation was generally not carried-

out. Many teachers felt isolated from the rest of the staff. Part of the

communication problem is due to a lack of understanding cn the part of some

public and non-public school personnel as to exactly what the guidelines

snecify; thmse should be discussed in order to clarify situation. Also,

the day i so full:that it is really unrealistic to expect very much communication

between anrteachers, let alone some teachers who visit a school on less than

a five day basis. Principals generally did not use the authority and knowledge

in their oefice to assist this recommendati:on.

1 9
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5. In-service training and visitations between Title T teachers

should be continued. This recommendation was carried-out. The interchange

and conference sessions set-up by the supervisory staff was well-received;

the teachers oenerally wanted even more of this kind of in-service training.

6. TeAchers should be chosen who have-had-experience-in

mathematics plus classroom teaching experience at more than one tirade level._ -
Thi s recommendation was carried-out with some exceptions. Often the

decision making process in this regard is limited because of the seniority

rule. In general there was littleperformance:difference between those

who had math experience and those,who did not with the exception of one

teacher who was trained in another field and was rated the lowest of all

teachers observed. Non-math people did express an interest in a more

intensive orientation session due to their limited background. However,

even math trained people did not necessarily know how to teach in a

'corrective" math context when they first started. Again, most teachers

exhildt( d high quality And were well prepared for their classes.

9 if)
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In all grade levels the students manifosted

gains of their mathematics scores over the predicted scores. In general,

the use of paraprofessionals did not cOntribute to the higher scores of

the students involved. The discrepancy analysis reumaled that, by and large,

the program.was meeting the guidelines of the proposml. Some recomMendations

from last year still need further.work-

Conclusions --the program was highly successful,. well-administered

and well taught. There were some problems (cited in chapter III of this

report) which will serve as the basis for the recommendations listed below.

It is recommended that the program be recycled.

Ur.comr16n(Ietf ons ;

1. elaborate on the needs of the one-day service teacher as.a

person with special needs in terms of teaching skills. Provide special

sessions for these one to two day teachers on how to initiate and review

leSsons.

2. elaborate on the in-service training in how to differentiate

"learning noise" from other class noise. Teachers must 1-now how to

regulate the noise level as it is distracting to some students.

3. continue to provide information on how teachers may assist

paraprofessionals in understanding their job duties. The skill level of some

paraprofessionals was low and will require inputs from the teacher on how to,

function. (The Corrective Mathematics Tumgram does,not recruit or hire

paraprofe sionals. However, when paraprofessionals are assigned, the

Corrective Mathematics teachers provide in-service training)-

21



4. continue to pz

-I -.?-

)rmation on how to r uferer. typflA of

classroom displays (including one that the students have constructed).

Some teachers ( 5%) are still not aware of the difference between an

educational display and just hanging different.iobjects on the wall.

r). suggest techniques to the teacherS on,how they may reduce the

late arriving students who disrupt the established flow of a lesson in

progress.

6. continue to screen materials that have !more relevance for inner-

city children.

7. schonls with scheduling problems that are so severe that

they interfere with the math services provided must be given special

attention. . Supervisors should brief the teachers in such schools about

anticipated problems to a greater degree.

8. teachers should continue to receive in-service training on how

to make a transition from one kind of activity or material into another.

(ft im during this transition that some (40% or about 7 teachers out of In)

teaehers IwIt the students' nttention.) Also, teachers rbould he inetructed

on how to arrange initiation activities so that they can get the (Jess

started. right-away (such as a math warm-up drill, a student file check, etc.)

9. parent involvement workshops should be held by the supervisors

and the supervisors should then fallow-up to see that the teachers are

implementing the suggestions. Key parents may be used to contact others.

10. isprICIA) training should continue to be nrovided for thone teachers

who felt the need to know how to handle the disruptive child. Discipline

problems were rare, but proved serious where they occurred.

2 2
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11. teaciners should direct.more attention to developing a Math

vocabulary in their students. Putting a few words a day on the black-

board and having the students record them in their own notebooks is one

way of developing a cumulative record of words and terms. Also, flash

card games (in small groups or as a class) is another 'activity to meet

this need. The vocabulary should be developed in relationship to

specif±c: lessons.

12- continue to provide information on the anti-poverty nature of the

program. Provide more information for (new) teachers about the specific

localo of their school, neighborhood composition, and other information

that would be useful for the teacher to know about the social and educational

context of the children they will service.

13. new teachers should continue to receive higher priority in

supervision.during the first few months of. their placement.

14. continue to sensitize the teachers.to, the characteristics of

childrnn with L.D. (learning disabilities): Xlso, some (25% or about 5.

teachers out of 18) teachers expressed concern that retarded or severely

emotionally disturbed may be in their classe; provide more information

on how they can serve as a referral agent in such cases.



Table 9
(6-step ForaW rert!.ng norm rc:.ercncod nhievnent tests

in 'leadin; and :',1ther..ttis.

In the luble beln, t!le resuas:ed assusszt infor7sicn .thAt the tt t t evfluate ie

effectiveness of majer pr,:ject.cr?xlent/dctixities in chicvi74'., obt7cs. Thii form

quires means obtained frcm scores in the form of ;I:ade t.7.:Jivalent units as
proied by the 6-step

forMula.(see District E,:dliotor's ':andbook of slee a1ut.c ?rcethr:s i7 p. 2-31) Be-

fore ccmpleting-iErs"--E3777271 :cotnotes, cc,itic.%;-nntl-t1-77.7s7z.

Comment

Code

1 Tes t 1
'.;t..mbe.r,

Activity bs4 1 For7 1 191. 'Total1G:T5r1a,sted! pretnt

Pr2ictc,11 Actual Obtai:...id

1

pctr.'t 11,5tr,,st

CTJ,,,. ' '1 ,",..?..:',: ?r,y)Fo:t1r, Z1 17.D ,1..! .;,/ ',;to (...:.1.n :2.17,

6

1

019 2 3 0 0 7 2 '0

I

MA7,-71

571-i2Pri

1E1; El,

;grade's

ijgal) R, a 2 018 2,281 aJ2,12

b

,

778

5,460

1 14341."
6 C ' !9 2

2

2

3 0 0 7 !2 0

0

YAT-70

MAT") ,...L.

F

1 31)(Ldeatjira-33 2372 b 1,635 1,902

6

6

0

0

9

9

4 0

4 0

0 7 2

2

4E

1"
4

kg!4t...1_232

grades

L a .8 2 4,003 a 417 5 520*

0 7 MAr7 F

grades

6 442 b 804 b 0 1A;*4

6__T2J

I

0'9 0 0 7 2 0 MAT4 F F Ad Ad 99..!74.ii

1224*

1051

grades

46 a ,28 5 543 a 6 042 '4 4 is*

Adv Adv

graie 4

7 . 8 41218
1 b 4,884 5,217

1

b 6,234 latt.
6 0923 '0 0 7 2 0 MA170 F F

1A 1A

grade.
92 b 1 145 C b 553 L3 1 7***r

6 0i9 2

.,

0 7 2 0 6.7 W W

6 0 9 2 6 0 0 7 2 0 . V, V IA IA

i grade s

172 10.12 151 b 773
C b L,331,962*** ,,

,

.

2/

Identify the test used and year of publication (tT.58, CAT-70, etc.).

Tctal number of partiopants fn the activity. .

IdaltifY.tha pdrticipAnts by spetific grade level (e.g., grade 3, grade 3), there several grades are cam-

bined, enter the 14!:h .and 3th digits of the component code.

Ruhr of pupils for whom both pre and post test'dats are proviJcd.

a!nlyngwIteM ro, post test c.ata. (in addi..ton to n's above); :. cirades 2-3465; 4-6,258.(7-8 18,1,

k .

StandarkeasureW*deviates
based on pereenti

le rans, 0* p < 001



CorrectiNo Mathematicw in Non-Public
Data for Grad() 1

Toot Component n

Nome Code

Sykoolo (fUnction # 09-69628) Lioolun

1101.0......ft

Cut-off Publisher Form Pretest Poattest
(% p4Ssing) (% popping)Score

Sps10a1.--_601230
Corp.

Quant. 6092300 30 11

Time 6092300 30 5

9

=9/...,.
" 13.33 83.33

0,00 0.00

*No MIR table available.
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Para Pmfens onal Conlact Analysis (Analys (1.1121/.2Liance Ap2.1o(ue)

Standardizel T Tot OF Significance
Coefficient

Pre Test -0.084 -0.64 105 over .500
grades 2,343,

4 months In
program

Pest Tet .0.025 -0.19 . 105 over .500

.............
Multiple correlation=0.102 F=0.55

grades 4-6,

.......

Pre Test 0.259 2.06 138 .042 **
4 ..onths in

program Post Test .0..3'33 -2.66 138 .009

Multiple correlation=0.221 F=3.53
.......

111401,

grades 748, Pre Test .0.225 -1.58 96 .117
4 months in
program Post Test 0.341 2.40 96 .019

momimm ........
Multiple

4110.M44..00.0,m011wism,..m..mul......ow
correlation=0.239 F=2.90

..... .0011.411.00MMODODOINSO

grades 220, Pro Test -0.050 -2.12 2405 .035 **
8 months in
program Post Test 0.025 1.07 2405 .287

Multiple correlation=0.043 F=2.24
1441411...MOmmly ........." ..

grades 4-6, Pre Test .0.061 -2.42 3471 .016 **
8 months in
program Post Test 0.058 2.30 3471 .022 **

onNOON

grades 7848,

months in
program

Multiple correlation=0.043 F=3.21
mi =NM.= Moo Moo Se .410 mew... SeSs ....

Pre Test 0.029 0.83 1221 .409

Post Test .0.032 -0.94 1221 . 349

Multiple correlation=0.029 F=0.51
0111.0.10.1i

No MIR table available. ANCOVA Analogue analysis (i.e., if t test valueS.05
level of significance for posttest then there is a relationship between
amount of para-professional contact and posttest performance, after pretest
effect has been removed).

Note: For grades 9-12 there IS either no data or no para contact for the 4 and
8 month time periods.

**nignificant, but low level correlations are to be noted. In effect, para contact
does not positively influence performance.



WHAI Ur MNAtilK.11, i'ArA Lot, NVI1

(nUnch to NAM:tr.:7.)

t

In thin table enter nil Dntn Loss inforrotinn, :}(0.:een mR and this tom, nll Nrticipauts in ench activity

must be accounted for. ne component and octivlty codes used in crpletion of the !IIR should be used hre 90 thnt NNW
the two tables match, See definitions below table for Nrthe" instructions,

Component:

Code ,

Activity

Code

(I)

Croup

1.D.

(2)

Test

Used

Grades

6

I

0 9 3 0 0 7 2 0
2-3 MAT

6 0 9 2 0 0 7 2 0

Grades

4-6 MAT

Grades

6 0 9 2 5 0 0 7 2 0 7-8 MAT

Grade

6 0 9 2 5 0 0 7 2 0 9 TASK

Grades

6 0 9 2 6 0 7 2 0 10-12 TASK

Total

(10

rur)er

Tented/

Annlyzed

(5)

Pa rt Ir

Not Tested/

Analyzed

N

I pnnts

(6)

Reasons Why Students Were Not Tooted,

Or If Tented, Were Not Analyzed

Number%

2600 2469 131 5 ,40i

missing/Students left program before

posttest
131

3672 3574 98 2 67%.

Missing/students left program before

posttest 98

1448 1314 Missing/Students left program befole

134 9.25%

posttest 134

110 -92 :iissing/Students left program before

18. 16.36%

posttest
18

.

Missing/students left program before

172 131 21 12.21%

posttest 21

(.1) Identify the participants by apecific grade level (e.g., grade 3, grnde 9), Where several grades are combined,

enter the 1,nst to digits of the component code.

:(2) perittfy the Ient usPd and year of publication (HAT-70, gAT-74, Boughton Mirflin (IPMS) Level 1 etc.)

'(3) Number of participants in the activity.

(4) Number of participants included in the pre and posttest calcUlntions.

(5) Number rind percent of participants not tested and/or obt analyzed.

(6) Specify 111.1 reasons why students were not tested and/or nralyzed. I( any further documentation is available,

plense,attnch to this form, If further space la needed to specify and exp161n data loss, attach additional

pages to this form,

(1) For eaCh reason specified, provide n separate number count.


